Flip Tables
Perfect for Any Need

Easy to ship, assemble, or disassemble, this innovative table with lever-lock and heavy duty casters, lets you quickly transition or move the tables with ease. The optional clip-on modesty panels can be quickly attached to every table. The application plate is a precision alloy die-casting application plate that is key to the flip table’s sustainable component connectivity and allows for ganging as well as the addition of the optional screen systems. These instructional Flip Tables easily accommodate the needs of training and other multifunctional spaces in offices, education, hospitality, and health care environments.
A Multitude of Options

Dauphin Flip Tables are a perfect solution for training, conference, and workspace needs. They incorporate a streamlined flip-top design along with an elegant frame structure that can be easily set-up or stored by using the single-handed, one-touch quick lock button. Flip Tables nest together in a straight line for convenient storage in a reduced footprint and are laminated in a choice of Bio Bamboo, Designer White, or Fusion Maple. The pivot point knob provides a place to hang pocketbooks and small bags. Dauphin Flip Table accessories include a clip-on modesty panel, underhanging steel organizer tray for personal storage, ganging mechanism to keep the tables neatly in line, and an electrical plug and play system.